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A scrap of
my world
The album of memories



 Young people participated in

creative artistic workshops during

the youth exchange - a part of the

"A scrap of my world" project. They

created commemorative albums of

their world, ideas, dreams in the

form of scrapbooking and

handmade ornaments using the

quilling method.

PROJECT “A SCRAP OF MY WORLD” NO. 2020-1-PL01-KA105-080002 IS CO-
FUNDED BY THE ERASMUS+  PROGRAMME OF THE EUROPEAN UNION



Let's move together to the world
of emotions, memories and

experiences retained in the works
of young artists.



Alise
I love pink and yellow. I like

combining different art styles.
Elements of nature included in

my work make me happy.



I feel like a forest that knows its plants one by one. I met a lot of different people, learning their
cultures and their hobbies. This is the moment you meet someone and it’s like you have known them for
years. Furthermore, my perspective for some things like food, team, activities has changed. I like to gain

new experience. So my artistic view has changed as well.

Aliki



I followed my mood and chase pictures that

spoke to me. I didn’t want to restrict

myself in any way and chose very different

styles. 

Many of these pictures and drawingshave a story or symbolise somethingfor me that everyone can interpret
differently. 

Anna 



I am energetic but creating

scrapbook calmed me down. I met a

lot of new people.

Antoni



I discovered the “artistic” side of

myself.

I met some important people and I am

blessed for this. Thank u all! Experience,

memories, feelings are all you need! Really

grateful for this opportunity.

Anthi



Kind, always looking for new

opportunities, open-minded, I like

to make new friends, I love

animals, I am spontaneous.

Beatrise



Experiences, new friends, new skills.

This experience helped me discover

the childish and playful side of myself.

I learned some skills about art that

helped me create and decorate the

scrapbook we were working on, on a

daily basis. Last but not least, I met

new people that unexpectedly became

my friends. 

Demi



Creating this scrapbook allowed me to experiment with new

techniques and materials, challenge my creativity and reflect back on

all the wonderful memories I created during this project… I actually

didn’t imagine how much I would enjoy making this. 

Elesa



A collection of collages and sketches was made from

things that captured my attention. It represents

my aesthetic and turns an abstract concept to a

more specific idea. My work represents my

memories in Poland.

Evangelia



I totally found the way to explore all the adventures that this programme gave me. I discovered the
more childish side of myself. This programme brought me closer to the art and helped me develop my

artistic side. It helped me to be more patient, more cooperative and be open-minded

Foteini



I love to create wacky things like jewellery

with weird faces, studying art. Music

makes me happy and so do dogs.

Grieta



I am very creative but
sometimes reserved. I feel

safer when I know
someone better, but this
project gave me a lot of

new friends.

Jakub M.



I love sun and water, warm people,

languages, books, yoga, music, nature,

French fries, coffee, wine and cheese,

musicals and corals.

Keila



My diary reflects my memories from the first Erasmus+ project in my life. I like music, car
races and fashion. My biggest dream is to travel around the world one day.

Jakub K.



All the world is one big art, and we can see it even clearer when

we are expressing feelings in some drawings, music, book writing

and many other ways of expression. When we look at the outside

world, our inner world is formed at the same time. And when it’s

bright, we want to share this light with others. When there is

light in the soul, we also become part of the world. 

Laura



Here you can see my deepest dreams,

secrets and magic experience of

being human in this strange planet

and time.

These artworks are reflections of my

true inner self and experience

dressed in an emotional diary. 

Liba



Patryk

I like green colour. I love robots. Sometimes I imagine myself being in distant future.



Creating scrapbooks gave me a lot of joy.

Not only have I developed my creativity

and played with art, but I also met a lot

of amazing people. 

 

 It was a small but deep and meaningful experience.

Despite our differences in culture and lifestyles, we

have more things in common than we expected. This

project is something that I will remember forever.

Marta M.



I like assertive people and try to say

NO if I want to express my point of

view. I am a positive thinker. As a

very sociable person I love people. I

like when others show their real

feelings. My life is full of colours and

good vibes. I believe in myself. That's

what I am like.

Kyriaki



Art was always part of my personality and now it’s even

more. Scrapbook shows myself as an esthetic and

independent young woman, who can do almost everything

on her own. For me this is the best way to develop my

emotional side that I’m hiding inside for most of the time.

Marta W.



Martyna

I made this notebook because it represents me and what I think
about myself. It also expresses my connection with nature and
my artistic soul. My inspiration while creating this work was

basically everything around me that I find simple but esthetic.



Oliwia

I like nature and colourful flowers. I also like summer and sunbathing. I always go on
holiday with my family to the seaside. I have to say that nature gives me some power and

energy.
 



My diary including many drawings representsmy memories. I love countryside, flowers,plants, dance, nature and animals. Boat
trips always make me relaxed.

Patrycja



I love making crafts from

wood (bookmarks,

postcards ect.). Car

fanatic, love drifting. I

like walks around the city.

Ralfs



Kuba K.

When I have some time to think, I always dream. I have lots of dreams. The best place for
me to let my mind wander is a glade or a meadow full of butterflies. I love colourful

butterflies. I have an impression that thanks to them my dreams always come true.



My last name, Erqlis, in Latvian means eagle. I was born in an

eagle family and I admire arts. I find creative things very

interesting. I usually put all my skills and knowledge into work. I

enjoy every single detail.

Roberts



I met a lot of people and understood that

art in any form gives me lots of pleasure.

Roksana



Art, music, theatre, love, nature, chaos, magic,

are the things that I can’t imagine my life

without. I love to open up new perspectives, make

new contacts and get to know myself better. 

Ruta



Wiktoria

Quilling workshops were interesting and innovative for me, because I had never had any
contact with this technique before the project. I had a lot of fun creating my work. The

result is my work with a banana - it brings to mind a "banana" on my face.



I was able to work with wonderful

people, learn about their view of the

world and see how they express their

emotions through art.

Zuzanna



Fundacja Strefa Inspiracji i Rozwoju, Poland
COLORIZE / Radošā apvienība, Latvia
4YOUTH, Greece

Project Partners:



"A scrap of my world" project is
implemented by the Zone of Inspiration

and Development Foundation.
 
 
 

Visit our Facebook:
facebook.com/InspiracjiiRozwojuStrefa

#ascrapofmyworld
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Thank You 
for watching!

#ascrapofmyworld
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